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NWI Climate Action Planning Work Group Meeting Notes
June 2, 2022, 1:00 – 3:00 p.m. Central

Zoom
Objectives

● Consent on overall goal of work group
● Feedback on NIRPC proposed methods and work plan
● Engage and strategize in small groups based on areas of interest

Participants
● Lauri Keagle, Communications Director for Drive Clean Indiana (formerly

South Shore Clean Cities)
● Rachel Krcmarich, Campus Planning Admin for Purdue University Northwest
● Victoria Wittig, NWI Urban Waters Ambassador, vwittig@pnw.edu
● Connie Wachala, Highland Neighbors for Sustainability
● Laura Henderson, Michigan City Sustainability Commission
● Nancy Moldenhauer, Chair, Michigan City Sustainability Commission
● David Clifford, NIRPC Climate Fellow for Summer '22, IU-Bloomington MPA

student
● Matthew Katz, ICLEI
● Savannah Skievaski, DCI Intern
● Kathy Sipple, Earth Charter Indiana Resiliency Coordinator for Northwest

Indiana, Valparaiso resident
● David Wright - Planning and Marketing Manager, Gary Public Transit
● Byran Zicherl - NiSource Environmental Policy and Sustainability PM
● Virginia Pleasant, Community Food Network Director for NWI Food Council

and Interim Director of Food Systems Initiatives at PNW; Dyer resident
● Haley Weiland, summer intern with Shirley Heinze Land Trust through the

McKinney Climate Fellow Program
● Kathy Luther, Director of Environmental Programs, NIRPC
● Jen Birchfield, Natural Resources Planner, NIRPC
● Kathy Luther, Director of Environmental Programs, NIRPC
● Brenda Scott Henry, Environmental Affairs Director, City of Gary

Updates and progress from NIRPC on emission and forecast modeling and climate
vulnerability assessment

mailto:vwittig@pnw.edu
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● Consent on proposed overall goal of work group: Develop a regional
framework for climate action with science-based carbon reduction targets for
NWI communities to build their climate action plans.

Q: Is the strategy to do mitigation or adaptation or both?
A: The larger part of the commitment is for mitigation planning, but we
can also consider risk assessment and adaptation. How much we focus
on those things will be part of the discussion after the presentation.

o Suggestion: Update language to say "around which communities can
build their Climate Action Plans"

o Revised and consented goal of workgroup: “Develop a regional
framework for climate action with science-based carbon reduction
targets around which NWI communities can build their Climate Action
Plans"

● Participant questions, discussion and feedback

o Emission and forecast modeling

Q: Do transportation forecasts account for interstate traffic traveling through NWI
on I-80-94 and I-90 and on the rail lines?
A: No, they do not. Traffic that does not start or end in NW IN (ie, it is passing
through) is considered a “Scope 3” emission under the guidelines from the GHG
inventory and would thus not be counted.
Q: Would industrial traffic that ends in NWI briefly before shipping out again be
considered, despite not staying in NW IN for very long?
A: I would think yes, but I will try and get that confirmed.
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Q: Does this BAU line up with updated IPCC BAU baselines?
A: We are using the One Planet City Challenge Method for measuring and planning
for emissions reductions, which uses Science Based Targets (SBTs) that are best
practice.
We believe it aligns with IPCC (but will confirm). Science based targets based on
IPCC targets, forecast based on changes in policy, not IPCC conclusion.

Q: Are we assuming every vehicle on the road now and in the future is using gasoline
or do we have alt fuels and EVs included in this mix?
A: Business as usual forecasts don't take much of electric vehicles into account.
They are more based on the gasoline fleet, those can be projected based on federal
CAFE standards and national trends. We would need to adjust the fleet mixes in the
inventory, since ICLEI projections are based on gas and diesel.

Green Fleets information is available and should be incorporated. Follow up with
Drive Clean Indiana for more discussion. Increasing EV adoption is likely be a big part
of the scenario planning. What kind of adoption rates are likely or what rates do we
need to meet targets. What scenario of actions gets us where we need to go.
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o Climate vulnerability assessment

Q: How are the population growth estimates being made. Does it consider where the
population is growing?
We are doing this regionally, so we are using gross region numbers. While the region
overall is not growing a lot, the population is growing in some places and declining in
others. We may need to develop a method to do that, because it isn’t clear in the
ICLEI software how to do that. Climate change migration could cause population
growth in NWI. Do we need high and low growth scenario? Sustainable development
and urban reinvestment would be even more important. Some solutions can only be
implemented at the local level. Land use changes differ, for example developing
agriculture land vs. forest land. It also impacts miles traveled to work. Infill
redevelopment growth is positive, sprawl is negative.

Q: The goal is to develop a framework for communities to build action plans rather
than a regional goal?
A: Yes, we will assemble a lot of technical data that is common across region and
establish targets, but then leave it to the communities to use the framework toward
creating their own plans

Q: How is the analysis simplified or complicated since two of the largest
environmental justice communities with vulnerabilities have already completed their
own plans. Will that be factored in?
A: Gary has a plan they are implementing. MC did the inventory but does not have an
implementation plan. The City of Gary and residents have already made decisions.
What can we do to support that? How do we support communities once they have
made plans? Transportation will be the most implementable for NIRPC since we
have some influence in that area.

Resources shared by participants:
● EPA just updated their Environmental Justice mapping tool “EJ Screen”. They

have “office hours" that anyone can join coming up on June 15th.

● Chicago Wilderness has a Goal Group: Taking Climate Action that is part of the
green vision. The goal group meets regularly and is developing a climate action
plan for nature. To learn more visit
https://www.chicagowilderness.org/page/OurVision

● Chicago Wilderness Climate Action Plan for Nature

Topical Breakout Session 

● Community, Individual actions, and messaging

https://www.epa.gov/ejscreen
https://www.chicagowilderness.org/page/OurVision
https://cdn.ymaws.com/www.chicagowilderness.org/resource/resmgr/Publications/Climate_Action_Plan_for_Natu.pdf
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● Meet in July with Kathy and invite people from neighboring communities who
are trying to start community sustainability groups. Highland has a strong one.
People in other communities are interested. See how we can work together to
strengthen those groups.

● Revisited speaker’s bureau idea. Make a list of people and topics willing to
speak with communities.

● Resurrect idea of a Green Team Academy eco-challenge.

● Transportation and Government
● NIRPC convenes a Transportation Operators Roundtable. Dave will be an

ambassador to that group. EMPC could discuss air emissions. Clean Drive
Indiana municipal and commercial fleet turnover, and could potentially help
with optimistic and pessimistic future scenarios for EV adoption, etc.

● The working team should pull together best practices from throughout our
region and build those in and get cost/benefit and difficulty information
and THEN go to existing meetings.

● Is there a solid waste management group?

Agriculture, Forestry & Natural Spaces

● Had good representation from agriculture in the group today.
● Zoning and ordinances can inhibit certain agriculture or native plantings in

some areas.
● Need ordinances to protect and promote trees.
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● Consider flood and water quality impacts to protect water resources.
● No one in group has capacity to lead a meeting, but all are open to

participating and inviting colleagues if the meeting purpose/goal or action
item is very clear and specific.

● Many existing relevant groups meet, such as EMPC and CLCP
● One participant prefers in person meetings

Planning and Strategies

Did not assign a “leader”. Discussed conceptual questions regarding what towns can
do about emissions that may or may not originate in their area and how does that get
incorporated. What is NIRPC providing for local communities beyond a blanket list of
policies. At the regional level, how can we tailor policy menus to community
conditions.
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Meeting Feedback, Suggestions, and Next Steps

● Request: Whatever you decide about these meeting, consistency is critical.
Please share the timeline with benchmarks for completing the CAP. To be
provided.

● Feeling extremely positive this time. The focus and guidelines set by our
moderators were extremely clear. After our last meeting, I felt we had ignored
our regional measures and goals while jumping immediately to local actions.

● Great focused meeting centered on our well-defined goals and themes. Thank
you to everyone for your thoughtful input and participation!

Next Meeting- NWI Climate Action Framework Work Group Meeting
Time: August 11, 2022 1:00 – 3:00 PM Central Time

Zoom


